Can't visit the World? 

We make the World
visit you!

Virtual experiences for
individual activation therapy

Product

Joy, memories, and
playful exercise
Financially sustainable concept
for long-term value
We support nursing homes in
monetizing Kaleido to establish a
sustainable win-win situation in
terms of financing the product.
This enables us to make a true
impact on your clients’ lives in the
long run.

Finally a truly effective and
affordable tech innovation for
social care


Delightful VR experiences to brighten one’s
day
Travelling, relaxing, cultural, and reminiscent
experiences, conveniently brought all the way to
your clients’ rooms to excite them, activate their
memories, trigger emotions, and help them
stretch.

Perfectly suitable for your clients
Kaleido is fully tailored to the needs of the
elderly and people with disabilities as we create
all our content, from filming to voice acting,
with the target group in mind and in
cooperation with them.

Thorough testing and
continuous improvement
We build a community of
enthusiastic social and health
care professionals to base our
future developments and updates
on quality data and validated
insights right from practice.

Kaleido in practice

Perfectly convenient tool
with simple contactless
onboarding




1. Receive a package
with our VR headset and
all accessories by mail.

2. Learn how to operate
Kaleido quickly through
our web manual and
video. No strong digital
skills needed.

3. Kaleido is already
installed and ready to
roll. Charge it in your
office and download
new experiences via wifi.

4. Take Kaleido for a tour
around the building to
visit your clients
individually. It’s super
light and comfy and runs
without any additional
hardware.

5. Choose a virtual tour,
concert, relaxation, or
gallery walk together
with the client. Start the
experience for them and
help them put on the
headset.

6. The client is immersed
in the experience for
some 9-12 minutes.
While seated or in bed,
they can follow the
voiceover guide by
looking all around in
each scene.

7. Discuss everything

they saw and heard in
there to further enhance
the mental & physical
activation effect and
strengthen your
relationship.

8. Disinfect Kaleido and

go visit another excited
virtual traveller! You can
easily do at least 7-9
virtual experiences in a
row before recharging.

Pilot testing

Activation tool designed
in cooperation with you

Kaleido already brings joy to 40
Czech nursing homes where we
pilot test all of our content

Benefits

Proven benefits for mental
and physical well-being

5/5 star rating for 70+% tours
A unique, much appreciated
opportunity to visit places they
can’t travel to in person anymore

Great stretching for 80% of
travellers
Effective physical activation even
for bed- and chair-bound clients

The data gathered from both activation
therapists and the elderly highlight the
following points:

4 out of 5 trips with bonding
effect
Strengthened relationship
between the activation client and
their activation therapist

Most trips triggered stories and
discussions
Truly engaging content which
magically activates memories and
makes the clients to open up
more

Curious about the specifics of using VR with the elderly? Just send us an email - we’d be happy to
share our insights with you! In the meantime, you can learn a lot in these studies from the EU and
US which have proven the potential of VR for elderly cognitive training and dementia prevention.

”The virtual trips beautifully activate

memories and create a new spark of
life in our clients’ eyes. Kaleido is very
supportive and motivational, even
disabled people also get to stretch
and move in a playful manner.
Ilona Veselá

director, Nursing home Chodov, Prague


Testimonials

Wonderful references, cute
reactions and pictures
Virtual reality. We visited two cities in two different countries - Antwerp in Belgium and
Haarlem in the Netherlands. The clients’ were very excited, many of them were turning
around in their chairs or beds as if the virtual tour was real. And they even had a good
chat with the voiceover guide. Let’s hope we will soon get a chance to visit some exotic
places too!
️

Our nursing home is part of a fantastic project with Kaleido VR Tours . The clients can
now take a stroll on the beach, enjoy virtual travelling with commentary, and relax under
beautiful trees in a forest. They have instantly fallen in love with the project - thank you for
such unique experiences! ️

“Wow, I’m walking again!”

Another batch of virtual travellers! Thank you Kaleido VR Tours
for the cooperation

“This is like nothing
I’ve ever seen before!”

Virtual experiences

Rich variety, tailor-made from
scratch just for you

We create virtual experiences for many purposes
- touristic excitement, reminiscence, relaxation,
fall-prevention exercise

Sightseeing

Sea and beaches

Concerts and art

Relaxation and walks

World-famous classics and hidden gems of
all parts of Europe

Foamy waves, astonishing cliffs and pure
relaxation in the sun


Private concerts in extraordinary locations,
museum and gallery tours


Forest walks for fall-prevention exercises,
mountains and lakes


Virtual experiences

Re-visiting childhood memories
and discovering new gems!

Some of the locations your clients can soon visit
without leaving their room:

Amsterdam

Prague

Berlin

Zaanse Schans

Royal Parks

Brighton

London

Rome

Venice

Sumava National Park

Greek Islands

Cesky Krumlov

Membership programme

Benefit from Kaleido
in the long-run
Monthly membership fee

What does the membership include?
VR headset rental & insurance

Onboarding & technical support

New virtual experiences every week


£249*
Nursing home with 80 clients: £3.1 per client
The price of one extra lunch per month

* quantity discount & annual billing discount available upon request

VR app updates & new features

Educational content & community for
activation therapists
14 days guarantee
Your contributions allow us to continually provide your
clients with better and better virtual experiences and add
new innovative features to our VR app. You will soon find
out for yourself that the investment is 100% worth it.


And if you don’t, no problem! After you sign the contract,
you have 14 days to try Kaleido and cancel it free-of-charge
if it’s not for you, no questions asked. You'll only start
paying if you're satisfied.

Monetizing Kaleido

Monetizing Kaleido is a
win-win for everybody

Approach Kaleido as a source of income rather
than an expense

Our sample nursing home Garden of Joy
has 80 clients and knows their clients’
families will be happy to purchase new
unique experiences for their loved ones.

Making use of the presentational package
of the Kaleido team, Garden of Joy
informs the families that £2.5 will be
added to the monthly bill for each virtual
experience their grandma or grandpa
enjoys.

The nursing home facilitates 14
experiences per day, 25 days per month,
summing up to a total of 325 experiences
each month. All the lovely virtual tours,
walks, meditations and cultural activities
generate an income of £812.5.

A tremendous difference for Garden of
Joy, only a tiny amount of £10 for each
family. And above all, the clients are
delighted, enjoying at least one virtual
experience each week.

Our mission and values

On a mission to introduce
technological innovations
into social care
We are driven by the joy and excitement Kaleido brings to
the elderly. And we strongly believe that:
Whether they live alone or in a caring
facility, grandmas and grandpas also
deserve to benefit from the amazing
potential of today’s technological
advancements such as virtual reality.

Every new solution should be based on
validated insights from practitioners, and
then designed and thoroughly tested
together with the social care staff and
elderly themselves.
Digital innovations in health and social
care should not be designed only for the
fit and digitally savvy patients and elders.
They should aim to cater to different
needs and be as inclusive as possible.

Although our mission and the well-being
of our users come always first, the target
value must be delivered through
financially sustainable products.
Otherwise our ideas become as
ephemeral as a raindrop on a desert.

Our Team

Mission-driven innovators
and videomakers

Marek Hasa 


David Shaw

Co-Founder & Head of
Product



Lucia Urbanikova

Head of Growth in
England & Wales

Filip Hasa
Co-Founder & Head of UK
Operations

Communications

Michal Vavra
Head of Development

...and many more young people dedicated to bringing digital innovations to social care - voice actors, translators, sound
engineers, and graphic designers.

Jan Vycichlo
Videomaker

Ready to try
virtual travels?


Get in touch, we’ll help you pack! 


Any questions left? Let’s schedule a call, our
team will be happy to answer all of them.
Still doubting whether Kaleido is suitable for you?
That’s why we have the 14 days guarantee!
Reach us at 01256 477 390 or david@kaleido.tours
to request a price quote.
Visit kaleido.tours on the web, Facebook, and
Instagram to follow our efforts and get a regular
dosage of positive emotions.
We are thankful for your time and looking forward
to bringing all that joy to your clients soon!

